
City of York Council Committee Minutes 

MEETING EXECUTIVE (CALLING IN) 

DATE 19 MAY 2009 

PRESENT COUNCILLORS WALLER (CHAIR), 
STEVE GALLOWAY, SUE GALLOWAY, MOORE, 
REID AND RUNCIMAN 

APOLOGIES COUNCILLOR VASSIE 

IN ATTENDANCE COUNCILLOR PIERCE (AS VICE-CHAIR OF SMC 
(CALLING IN) ) 

 
13. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

 
Members were invited to declare at this point in the meeting any personal 
or prejudicial interests they might have in the business on the agenda.  No 
interests were declared. 
 
 

14. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  

 
It was reported that there had been no registrations to speak at the 
meeting under the Council’s Public Participation Scheme. 
 
 

15. CALLED IN ITEM: THE BARBICAN AUDITORIUM  

 
Members re-considered the decisions they had taken at the Executive 
meeting on 28 April 2009 regarding the next steps to be taken in a strategy 
designed to bring the Barbican Auditorium back into use. 
 
The Executive decisions on this item had been called in by Cllrs Scott, 
Looker and Gunnell and subsequently considered by the Scrutiny 
Management Committee (SMC) (Calling In) at a meeting on 18 May 2009.  
The SMC (Calling In) had resolved: 
 
“That Option B be approved and the decisions be referred back to the 
Executive for reconsideration and that in doing so the Executive be asked 
to: 

a) Make a firm decision on the future of the Barbican 
b) Agree a programme to bring the Barbican back into public use 

and 
c) Consider all potential models of ownership, which must include 

consideration of a community trust model.”1 
 
Having re-considered their decisions in the light of the advice of the SMC 
(Calling In) it was 
 



RESOLVED: That the advice of the SMC (Calling-In) be accepted and that 
the decisions of the Executive on 28 April 2009 be amended 
accordingly.1 

 
REASON: In accordance with the calling-in procedure and the advice 

offered by the Scrutiny Management Committee (Calling In). 
 
Action Required  
1. Schedule report on Executive Forward Plan making 
recommendations on the future of the Barbican, a 
programme to bring the building back into use and potential 
models of ownership (including a community trust model).   
 
 

 
CB  

 
 
 
 
A Waller, Chair 
[The meeting started at 2.00 pm and finished at 2.05 pm]. 


